i?o A SHORT HISTORY OF THE BRITISH ARMY
By choosing his fighting ground in such a manner as to allow
of his deployed lines being kept under cover from artillery
fire till the latest possible moment, by screening his battle
front with skirmishers in numbers and training equal or
superior to those of his enemy, he brought about an equal
combat on a fair field between the line and the column which,
as he foresaw, was bound to end nine times out of ten in favour
of the former.
In the field of strategy as of tactics, then, the Peninsular War
may be regarded as a contest between the old and tried methods
of the eighteenth century—of William III. and Marlborough,
of Amherst and Wolfe—modernised and adapted to existing
conditions by a master of war second to none of his pre-
decessors, and the new war of masses born of the French
Revolution, and brought to perfection by the great Emperor.
And the result of the contest was overwhelmingly and decisively
in favour of the old as against the new. Even allowing for
the fact that the new methods were put into practice only by
the master's pupils and never by the master himself, and that
the course of events elsewhere in Europe, during the later
years of hostilities, exercised an influence so favourable to
Wellington as to rob the result of the war, considered as a
trial between his system and that of the French, of much of
its value for purposes of final judgement, the fact remains
that the traditional methods of British warfare had shown
themselves fully equal, under suitable conditions, to a contest
with those of Napoleon.
The same holds true, broadly considered, of the campaign
of Waterloo. In these fateful four days Wellington found
himself, for the first time, face to face with the master of the new
war, and that on a field of operations which, unlike the Peninsula,
permitted the Napoleonic methods full and unhampered
play ; and in the opening exchanges he had decidedly the worst
of the deal. But once in actual fighting contact with his
formidable foe he recovered his balance and realised that,
bewildering as was the Emperor's rapidity of movement and
fertile as were his combinations, strategical advantages can only
be pushed home by tactical success, and that victory on the field
of battle pays for all. If the Duke had no longer the power
to choose his theatre of operations to suit his strategy, he
could at least select his own position for fighting, and as the
result proved, he was right in his belief that on favourable
grotiad his tactical methods were still capable of ensuring him
victory.	^	&
^Wellington has always been considered by Continental
writers on war as inferior to the great master whom he so

